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Energetics and possible formation and decay mechanisms of vortices in helium nanodroplets
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~Received 26 June 2003; revised manuscript received 19 September 2003; published 31 December 2003!

Though vortices are an unavoidable presence in bulk superfluid helium, they have not been observed to date
in helium nanodroplets. The energy and angular momentum of both straight and curved vortex states of a
helium nanodroplet are examined as a function of droplet size. For droplets in the size range of many experi-
ments, it is found that during the pickup of heavy solutes, a significant fraction of events deposit sufficient
energy and angular momentum to form a straight vortex line. Curved vortex lines exist down to nearly zero
angular momentum and energy, and thus could in principle form in almost any collision. Further, the coales-
cence of smaller droplets during the cooling by expansion could also deposit sufficient angular momentum to
form vortex lines. Despite their high energy, most vortices are predicted to be stable at the final temperature
~0.38 K! of helium nanodroplets due to lack of decay channels that conserve both energy and angular momen-
tum.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.224520 PACS number~s!: 36.40.Mr, 47.32.Cc, 67.40.Vs
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Vortices are an almost unavoidable presence in bulk
perfluid helium. There is a rich history of studies of the
properties and interactions.1 It is natural to consider thei
possible presence in the finite superfluid found in4He
nanodroplets.2 The study of helium nanodroplets has be
quite active in recent years, starting with the spectroscop
embedded molecules as a probe for properties of nanod
lets, which was introduced by Scoles and co-workers.3 How-
ever, despite a now large body of work, no unambiguo
signature of the presence of vortices has yet been repo
This is perhaps surprising, as a vortex in a nanodrople
expected to bind to a molecular impurity4,5 and likely to
introduce a highly anisotropic interaction potential, thou
no explicit calculation of the magnitude of such an anis
tropy has been reported to date. The vortex-induced an
tropy in molecular orientation, if large compared to the ro
tional constant of the molecule in liquid helium, will quenc
the molecular rotation and collapse the rotational struct
that is one of the hallmarks of molecular spectroscopy
helium nanodroplets.6,7

Several calculations have been published for the energ
a droplet with a straight vortex, with and without an atom
cylindrically symmetric molecule aligned with th
vortex.4,5,8–10As in bulk superfluid, these calculations ha
found the energy of droplets with a straight vortex to
significantly higher than that of vortex-free droplets.4,5 This
result, combined with the failure to observe vortex lines
date, has led some to propose that vortices are unstab
helium nanodroplets and perhaps are rapidly expelled. In
paper, we revisit the energetics of vortex lines, consider
both the straight vortex line down the center of the drop
and curved vortex lines that rotate around the droplet du
their own flow field. The stability of straight and curve
vortices in macroscopic droplets with a bulk normal-flu
density has been previously considered by Baueret al.11 The
present work extends their treatment to cold nanodropl
where only surface excitations are of importance. It turns
that the linear and curved vortices contain considerably
excitation energy per unit angular momentum than the fi
states accessible by decay through the mechanisms co
0163-1829/2003/68~22!/224520~10!/$20.00 68 2245
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ered. This suggests that despite their large excitation en
~compared to the droplet temperature!, droplets with such
vortices are the lowest possible states with high angular
mentum, and thus should in fact be stable to decay.

I. HOLLOW-CORE MODEL OF VORTEX LINES

There have been several microscopic calculations of
properties of straight vortex lines in helium nanodrople
both pure and doped with atomic or molecul
solutes.4,5,8–10,12In this work, we exploit the phenomenolog
cal description known as the hollow-core model. The num
ous microscopic treatments of vortex lines in two and th
dimensions have largely confirmed its qualitati
applicability,13–18 and it is widely used to describe the pro
erties of vortex lines and rings in bulk superfluid helium.1,19

The vortex is surrounded by a circulating flow, charact
ized by an irrotational velocity field (“3v50). In the
simple case of a straight vortex in bulk helium, the mag
tude v of the flow velocity at any given point is inversel
proportional to the distance of that point from the center
the vortex,v5\/(mr) (m is the mass of a4He atom!. This
leads to a kinetic-energy density whose volume integral
verges as the vortex is approached (r→0). In the hollow-
core model, the helium number densityr is taken to be zero
inside a cylinder of radiusa and equal to the bulk valuerb
50.0218 Å23 outside of this cylinder. Such a discontinuou
change in density is unphysical, but microcanonical calcu
tions have confirmed a nearly hollow core, though with
smooth transition of the density to the bulk value.14,16 It is
noted that our model treats the helium density on the ou
boundary of the droplet as abruptly going to zero, while it
known that in fact the surface of liquid helium is diffus
with a thickness of'6 –8 Å.20 A hollow-core radius ofã
51.00 Å was found experimentally19 to best reproduce the
measured energy and velocity of vortex rings in bulk liqu
helium; matching our expression of the velocity of vort
rings to the expression in Ref. 19 requires us to use an
fective core radiusa5ã/Ae50.607 Å ~see Appendix A!.
©2003 The American Physical Society20-1
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TABLE I. Properties of helium droplets and their vortex solutions as a function of the number of he
atoms.

He number 102 103 104 105 106

Pure droplets
RadiusR ~nm! 1.033 2.222 4.785 10.31 22.21
Helium binding energy~K! 4.72 6.03 6.63 6.91 7.04
Total thermal ripplon energy~K! 0.413 3.56 18.5 87.0 403
L52 ripplon energy~K! 1.05 0.332 0.105 0.0332 0.0105
Thermal ripplonA^L(L11)& (\) 1.54 8.54 38.7 173 781

Straight vortices through the droplet origin
Vortex energyEDFT ~K! 44.3 129 349 905 2283
Vortex energyEHC ~hollow core! ~K! 43.4 122 323 827 2064
Vortex angular momentumLv (\) 102 103 104 105 106

EHC /Lv ~GHz! 56.8 15.9 4.23 1.08 0.270
Lowest ripplonE/L ~GHz! 68.6 21.8 6.88 2.18 0.688
Vortex-induced eccentricity« 0.53 0.44 0.35 0.27 0.20
aspect ratioB/A 0.85 0.90 0.94 0.96 0.98
Deformation stabilization energy~K! 2.00 3.74 6.16 9.22 12.9
Max. L loss by 1 atom evaporation (\) 26 96 345 1198 4090
Max. L loss byn atom evaporation (\) 41 222 1213 6561 35000
for evaporation ofn5 5 10 25 59 146
Max. L loss by fission (\) 28 210 1488 10150 67400

Spherical droplets with curved vortices
Max. L for stable vortex (\) 97 997 9995 99992 999986
x0 for stability limit of curved vortex@R~N!# 0.72 0.76 0.81 0.85 0.89
Min. L for stable vortex (\) 17 131 846 5113 29618
Min. E for stable vortex~K! 9.15 27.1 61.5 125 240
Max. v for stable vortex (m s21) 56.6 38.8 27.6 19.5 13.8
Max. kinetic energy of 100 u dopant~K! 19 9.1 4.6 2.3 1.1
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Any normal-fluid component is neglected as helium na
droplets in this size range have no thermally excited pho
excitations.21 Further, in our simple model we neglect vari
tions in the core radius along the vortex, in particular n
the surface where such variations are expected to be m
significant. One can get an idea of the magnitude of t
effect from the above references to density functional a
path integral simulations. It is noted that a widening of t
core near the surface will further stabilize the vortex and t
not interfere with the conclusions of this work.

First we consider a straight vortex through the center o
helium nanodroplet. Because of the loss of spherical sym
try, we will consider the droplet to have the shape of
ellipsoid, with axial radiusB and equatorial radiusA; the
density is assumed to be uniform, equal to the bulk valuerb ,
and dropping to zero at the ellipsoidal surface. In this geo
etry, the flow field is the same as for the bulk straight vor
described above. The kinetic energyEsv of this straight vor-
tex flow field is given by

Esv5
h2rbB

2pm F1

2
lnS A1AA22a2

A2AA22a2D 2
AA22a2

A G
→ h2rbB

2pm F lnS 2A

a D21G for A@a. ~1!
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For a spherical droplet of N atoms, B5A5R
5A(r 0N1/3)21a2, with r 05(4prb/3)21/352.22 Å.

An interesting question is the extent to which the lar
angular momentum of the vortex will distort the otherwi
spherical droplet. Making the droplet oblate will reduce t
length of the vortex line and thus lower its energy. Howev
this will also increase the surface energy of the droplet. T
latter is the product of the surface tension of bulk liqu
helium,s50.272 K Å22,22 and the surface area of an ellip
soid,S52pA21(pB2/«)ln@(11«) /(12«)#, with the eccen-
tricity «5A12(B/A)2. The droplet distortion is found by
minimizing the sum of the vortex kinetic energy@given by
Eq. ~1!# and the surface energy of the droplet, at const
droplet volumeV5(4p/3)(B/A)(A22a2)3/2. Table I gives
the resulting eccentricity« and the associated stabilizatio
energy~reduction in energy from a spherical droplet of th
same volume with vortex!. It is seen that the distortion from
spherical symmetry is small, in the sense thatB/A
5A12«2 is close to 1, despite the high angular momentu
of the vortex, and this distortion will be neglected in the re
of this paper.

Dalfovo et al.4 used finite range density functional theo
~DFT! to calculate the energy and core shape of a stra
line vortex for a range of droplet sizes (N550–1000).
While their core has a smooth density profile, they repor
0-2
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core radius of the order of 1 –2 Å. Figure 1 shows a plot
the vortex energy calculated by the hollow-core model@Eq.
~1!# as a function of the number of helium atoms in t
droplet, along with the same quantity estimated by the d
sity functional4 method. The hollow-core model appears
slightly underestimate the vortex energy with respect to D
agreement with the DFT calculation can be made alm
quantitative if a value ofa50.56 Å is used. The core radiu
used in the hollow-core model is to be interpreted as
effective radius that reproduces the energetics and velocit
experimental vortices, and not more than an estimate of
real core radius since it contains all the effects of den
variations around the vortex.

The angular momentum associated with a straight vo
is N\, i.e., one unit per helium atom. Both methods ag
that the vortex energy per unit angular momentum is low
than for any other excitation mode of a pure heliu
droplet.21 Figure 1 shows the vortex excitation energies re
tive to the energy required to produceN/2 quanta ofL52
ripplons, which is the lowest-energy state based upon qu
particle excitations that has the same total angular mom
tum as the straight vortex.23 Table I shows a comparison o
the hollow-core model excitation energy of a straight vor
and this lowest ripplon, and their energies per unit angu
momentum for droplets of the size range that span most
lium nanodroplet experiments. As will be discussed below
is the relatively low energy per unit angular momentum t
is key to the proposed metastability of vortex line solutio

II. CURVED VORTEX LINE SOLUTIONS

We now turn to more general vortex line solutions. T
flow field around a general vortex line in bulk helium
homologous to that of the magnetic field around a curv
wire that follows the vortex line. The ‘‘current’’ in this wire
is proportional to the quantum of circulationk5h/m. Thus
the flow fieldv(r) is given by the Biot-Savart equation11

FIG. 1. Energy of the straight vortex line solution as a functi
of the number of He atoms in the droplet, calculated both by
hollow-core model@solid line, Eq.~1!# and by finite range density
functional theory~dashed line, Ref. 4!. Energies are displayed as
fraction of the minimum energy required to depositN\ units of
angular momentum into ripplon excitation modes.
22452
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v~r!5
k

4pEvortex

~s2r!3ds

us2ru3
. ~2!

The vortex must either form a closed loop or end at a bou
ary of the superfluid helium.v(r) must not have a norma
component at any boundary of the superfluid. This impl
that the vortex must intersect a helium boundary at norm
incidence.

A curved vortex will move in its own flow field. When the
local radius of curvature of the vortexR(s) is large com-
pared to its core radiusa, the motion of the vortex core ca
be calculated using the local-induction approximation~see
Appendix B and Refs. 19 and 26!. The shape of the vortex
core surface is determined by the condition of no heliu
flow across it, and turns out to be circular in cross section
long asa!R. For finite core size, matching this bounda
condition requires either that the core shape be altered or
one add an irrotational solution to Laplace’s equation t
corrects the normal component of velocity. It is not evide
to the authors which change to make, and so these error
neglected in the rest of the paper.

We now specialize to the case of a vortex line inside
spherical droplet of radiusR. Muirhead, Vinen, and
Donnelly27 showed that for any arbitrary vortex shape in
spherical droplet, the boundary conditions of the flow velo
ity on the surface of the droplet can be satisfied by conti
ing an image vortex outside the droplet. Each point on
vortex s (s is the magnitude of this vector! generates an
image pointsi5(R/s)2s with vorticity equal to2ks/R. Vor-
ticity is conserved by attaching to each point along the ima
vortex a radially pointing vortex going to infinity that has
circulation strength given by the decrease in circulation
the image along its length. These all combine in the Bi
Savart equation to give

v~r!5
k

4pEvortex
S ~s2r!3ds

us2ru3
2

s

R

~si2r!3dsi

usi2ru3

2
s•ds

R

r3s

s2usi2ru21susi2ru~R22r•s!
D , ~3!

where

dsi5R2S ds

s2
2

2~s•ds!s

s4 D . ~4!

The three terms in the integral arise from the vortex, ima
vortex, and vorticity conserving radial vortex lines, respe
tively, and make contributions that decrease in magnitud
the order given.

We seek curved vortex line solutions$x(,),z(,)% that
rotate at constant angular velocityV around thezaxis, which
implies that these vortex line solutions will have consta
shape. Appendix B gives the numerical procedure used
determine these solutions. Figure 2 shows some of the s
tions for several values ofx0, the distance of minimum ap
proach to thez axis. The corresponding angular velocitiesV
are plotted in Fig. 3. In principle, there are other states t

e
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KEVIN K. LEHMANN AND ROMAN SCHMIED PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 224520 ~2003!
involve vibrational excitation of the vortex lines28 around
these Bauer-Donnelly-Vinen vortex solutions, but these w
not be considered in this work.

Bauer, Donnelly, and Vinen11 showed that the total angu
lar momentumLv and kinetic energyEv of the helium flow
~which are defined by volume integrals for the correspond
densities! can be reduced to two surface integrals

Lv5mrbkE r3dS, ~5!

Ev5
1

2
mrbkE v•dS, ~6!

where the integration is over the region in thexz plane
bounded by the vortex and the surface of the droplet;v in

FIG. 2. Curved vortex solutions for different values ofx0, the
distance of closest approach to thez axis, in a droplet ofN5104 He
atoms.

FIG. 3. Angular velocity as a function of distance of close
approach to thez axis, calculated for droplets withN5102, 103,
104, 105, 106 ~bottom to top! He atoms. Plotted isvR2

54pVR2/k, a dimensionless quantity. Solid lines are compu
tions using the model described in Appendix B; dotted lines use
model of Ref. 11. As discussed in the appendix, the local-induc
approximation breaks down asx0→R.
22452
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Eq. ~6! is given by Eq.~3!. The origin for vectorr in Eq. ~5!
must be taken as the center of the sphere so that the o
surface of the sphere does not contribute to this integral
pression. These expressions have neglected a contributio
the integral over the surface of the vortex core, which
small as long asR@a as required by our approximations. I
Appendix C, we give explicit expressions for the lowest o
der~in a/R) core surface corrections toLv andEv , which are
included in the calculations reported below. For the vortic
considered here,Lv is parallel to thez axis owing to the
symmetry of the vortex and its flow field with respect
reflection in thexy plane. Calculation ofEv requires evalu-
ation of a triple integral, with an integrand that is near
singular along one of the edges of the integration doma
one of the integrations can be done analytically, leavin
double numerical integration. In the same way, the dou
integral forLv can be reduced to a single numerical integ
tion.

The treatment as yet is for vortex lines as classical obje
with angular momentum pointing in a definite direction
space. By the standard rules of semiclassical quantiza
vortex eigenstates can be constructed as linear combina
of the vortex lines with angular momentum pointing in a
possible directions, with an amplitude in each directi
given, in the limit as L@1, by the rotational wave
function of a symmetric top29 ^f u xuLLM &
5A(2L11)/(8p2)DML

L* (f,u,x).
Figure 4 shows the calculated vortex energy and ang

momentum for a droplet withN5104 helium atoms. It is
seen from this figure that the energy of the vortex drops
the vortex is moved off axis, going monotonically to zero
the vortex is ‘‘pushed out’’ of the droplet. By energetic co
siderations alone, this would imply that the vortex solutio
are unstable. However, for an isolated droplet, one must
conserve angular momentum. A vortex can lower its ene
by producing a ripplon if the derivative of the vortex ener
with respect to total angular momentumV8 ~with units of
angular velocity! is greater than theE/L ratio of theL52
ripplon. Figure 5 showsV8 for vortices as a function of thei

t

-
e
n

FIG. 4. Energy~solid line! and angular momentum~dashed line!
of curved vortex solutions as a function of the distance of clos
approach of the vortex from thez axis. These results are for aN
5104 helium atom droplet. The energyE0 of the straight vortex is
given in Expression~1!; its angular momentum isL05N\.
0-4
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ENERGETICS AND POSSIBLE FORMATION AND DECAY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 224520 ~2003!
minimum approach distance to thez axis, normalized to the
energy per unit angular momentum of theL52 ripplon
mode.V8 was evaluated by calculation of bothE andL for
103 values of x0 for each droplet size, and usingV8
5(dE/dx0) /(dL/dx0), with each derivative evaluated by fi
nite difference of the calculated points. It is evident that
vortex is stable to ripplon production (V8,v2) for most of
its range. Straight vortices, as considered in most dro
simulations to date, turn out to be unstable and quickly
sume a slightly bent shape. On the other extreme, stro
curved vortices are unstable to complete decay into ripplo
Table I list the angular momentum limits of the curved vo
tex states that are stable to ripplon decay.

Because the energy and angular momentum in the holl
core model arise entirely from helium motion, we had anti
pated thatV8 would be equal toV, the angular velocity of
the curved vortex solution around thez axis. For vortex rings
in the local-induction approximation, Rayfield and Rei19

found that the vortex velocity satisfiedv5dE/dp, wherep
is the net helium linear momentum due to helium flo
around the vortex ring. This insures that asx0→R ~but R
2x0@a so the local-induction approximation still holds!,
V8→V. For a vertical vortex in a cylinder11 ~whereE andL
have simple analytical solutions!, we have demonstrated tha
V85V. For our solutions of curved vortex lines in a sphe
cal droplet, we however find thatV8ÞV, as demonstrated in
Fig. 6, where both are compared as a function ofx0 /R for
various droplet sizes. It remains to be established whe
the discrepancy betweenV andV8 is real or arises from ou
approximations.

It is evident from Fig. 6 thatV peaks for the straigh
vortex (x050); more careful analysis shows that there is
fact a logarithmic divergence:V'k/(2pR2)ln@4R2/(aux0ue)#
asx0→0. This divergence signifies that asx0→0, the veloc-
ity of the vortex around thez axis tends to zero slightly
slower thanx0, due to the logarithmic dependence of t
vortex velocity on its curvature@see Eq.~A4!#. We also ob-
serve a divergence of the ‘‘angular velocity’’V85dE/dL:

FIG. 5. Comparison of the vortex ‘‘angular velocity’’V8
5dE/dL and the angular velocitiesvL5EL /(L\) of the lowest
ripplons (L52, . . .,7), as afunction of distance of closest ap
proach to thez axis, for droplets withN5102,103,104,105,106 ~top
to bottom! He atoms. All angular velocities are shown as ratios
v25A8ps/(3mN).
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while the vortex core corrections ensure thatLv,z(x0)5N\
2O(x0

2), our results forEv(x0) have a small discontinuity in
the slope atx050, as discussed in Appendix C. In the lim
that the vortex line moves near the surface of the droplet,
solutions no longer provide meaningful estimates as the v
tex ring radiusR2x0 approaches the value of the core radi
a. In addition to the expected breakdown of the loc
induction approximation in this limit, such a vortex would b
localized in the region of highly inhomogeneous density n
the helium surface.

In order to test that there was no numerical error in
evaluation of the integral expressions forLv andEv reported
in this work, calculations for selected values ofa/R were
performed with totally independent routines written by t
two authors, using distinct programming packag
~MATHEMATICA andMATHCAD!, and the values ofV, Lv , and
Ev were found to agree to six significant figures.

III. POSSIBLE SPECTROSCOPIC SIGNATURES OF
MOLECULES BOUND TO VORTICES

It is well know in bulk liquid helium that impurities tend
to bind to vortex lines or vortex rings. The binding of ions
vortex rings was the basis of the remarkable experimen
Rayfield and Reif19 that measured many of the properties
ring vortices. Calculations by Dalfovoet al.4,8–10 and by
Draeger and Ceperley5 have demonstrated that atomic or lin
ear molecular impurities in a helium nanodroplet do bind
linear, maximum angular momentum vortex lines. For te
nical reasons, these calculations required cylindrical sym
try, and thus could not study the energy change upon rota
of the molecule with respect to the vortex axis. It is genera
believed that the binding energy is maximized by aligni
the linear molecular axis with the vortex since this displac
the maximum amount of helium from near the vortex co
where it has the highest kinetic energy; however, the
creased helium density in the first solvation layer around
solute may in part counteract this effect. This suggests
the anisotropy in the binding energy should be of compara
magnitude as the binding itself, but this natural expectat

FIG. 6. Comparison of the computed reduced angular velo
v54pV/k ~dashed lines! and the quantityv85(4p/k)dE/dL
~solid lines! for droplets with N5102,104,106 atoms ~bottom to
top!.
0-5
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KEVIN K. LEHMANN AND ROMAN SCHMIED PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 224520 ~2003!
has yet to be checked by calculations with a realistic heli
density profile. It seems likely that the magnitude of the a
isotropy of the binding for linear molecules, such
HCN30,31 and HCCCN,32–34 is much higher than the rota
tional constant of these molecules in liquid helium. If th
was correct, then the gas-phase-like rotational structure
these molecules would be quenched, leading to a rovi
tional spectrum dominated by aQ branch; suchQ branches
are, however, absent in the observed spectra of th
molecules.35 This suggests that at most a small fraction of t
droplets probed in these experiments could have such a
ear vortex line excitation. It is further noted that the vibr
tional spectrum of the spherical top molecule SF6 is also
expected to be a sensitive probe for the presence of a vo
line, as the highly anisotropic helium density created by
vortex core would lift the triple degeneracy of IR active fu
damental modes, producing a spectroscopic structure
qualitative disagreement with what has been observed.6

Molecular solutes are also expected to bind and align w
curved vortex lines, as long as the solute kinetic energy
quired for it to move with the curved vortex line does n
exceed the binding energy of the solute molecule to the
tionary vortex. The velocity of a curved vortex increas
smoothly from zero whenx050 to a maximum value~given
in Table I! when the vortex becomes unstable to ripplon f
mation. For a molecule with a translational mass of 100
the maximum kinetic energy that the molecule requires
stay bound to a curved vortex line is between 19 and 1.
asN varies between 102 and 106 ~see Table I!. This kinetic
energy can be compared to binding energies to the stra
vortex of 5.0, 4.4, and 7.7 K for Xe, HCN, and SF6, respec-
tively, as calculated by DFT.4 Thus, for the least stable
curved vortex lines in smaller droplets, the molecules m
become unpinned. This suggests that it would be usefu
have improved binding energy estimates for molecules,
ticularly to curved vortex states.

IV. VORTEX FORMATION MECHANISMS

Even though stable, vortices will not be observed if th
cannot be formed, perhaps because of the high energy
angular momentum required. We will consider the proba
ity of events that deposit sufficient energy and angular m
mentum in the droplets such that vortex formation can
principle take place.

In most experiments, the droplets grow out of a sup
cooled gas.37 In this situation, the large droplets probab
grow at least in part by coalescence of smaller droplets. If
consider the coalescence of two droplets withN/2 atoms that
collide with an average impact parameter~2/3 of either one’s
diameter!, the minimum relative velocity required to depos
an angular momentum ofN\ in the combined droplet is
v rel5270N21/3 m/s, which is 5822.7 m/s forN5102–106;
the lost kinetic and surface energies are then sufficien
create the vortex~see Sec. V!. Experiments of Toennies
et al.38 have found that the expansions produce droplets w
a final speed ratio of'100, which implies final rms relative
velocities of '8 m/s for expansion from a 20 K sourc
While such relative collision velocities are, except for t
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largest droplets, less than those required to produce a vo
line with maximum angular momentum~straight vortex!,
they are sufficient to produce curved vortices. Further,
above estimates are only average values, and the rela
velocities in the part of the expansion where the dropl
undergo substantial growth are likely significantly high
Experiments that produce droplets aboveN'53104 typi-
cally use expansion conditions such that liquid helium
ejected through a cold nozzle into vacuum, and fragments
cavitation as the pressure falls far below the equilibrium
por pressure. This breakup is believed to generate cons
able turbulence, and thus may lead to dense vor
formation.39,40

The ‘‘pickup’’ process,41 by which droplets are doped
with solutes, should often deposit enough angular mom
tum, and almost always enough energy, to form a linear v
tex line, particularly for the pickup of heavy molecules b
not too large droplets. It has been predicted that vortices
nucleated when the velocity of an impurity exceeds the cr
cal velocity in helium~on the order of 30 m/s),1,42–44which
is well below the typical impact speed~around 450 m/s, Ref
7! of atoms or molecules striking helium nanodroplets. Co
sider the pickup of atoms or molecules of massM from a
thermal gas at temperatureT by droplets with laboratory
frame velocityvd . Integration over the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution for the gas gives the probability densityPr for
the relative velocityv r between droplet and gas

Pr~v r!5A 2M

pkT

v r

vd
e2M (vr

2
1vd

2)/~2kT!sinh
Mv rvd

kT
, ~7!

where k is the Boltzmann constant. From this distributio
the average relative collisional speedv̄ r is calculated to be

v̄ r5A2kT

pM
e2Mvd

2/~2kT!1S vd1
kT

Mvd
DerfAMvd

2

2kT
, ~8!

with erf(z) the error function.
For a given impact parameterb, all collisions with relative

velocity v r>vm(b)5\/b(1/m1N/M ) result in angular mo-
mentum of at leastN\, enough to form a straight vortex. Th
kinetic energy freed upon impact is then usually sufficie
for creating this vortex, except for the largest molecules c
liding with the smallest droplets~for example, picking up a
tetracene molecule with anN,500 droplet through an al
most tangential collision just fast enough forN\ angular
momentum!, and this constraint will not be considered
what follows.

The fraction of collisions with at leastN\ of angular mo-
mentum is

F~b!5
1

v̄ r
E

vm(b)

`

v rPr~v r!dv r . ~9!

If we assume that the pickup probability is independent
collisional impact parameter forb<R5r 0N1/3, and falls
abruptly to zero forb.R, then the fraction of resulting
doped droplets that have at leastN\ of angular momentum
from the pickup process is
0-6
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P>N\5E
0

R 2pb db

pR2
F~b!. ~10!

Figure 7 shows plots of the fraction of pickup collision
that result in an angular momentum greater thanN\, as a
function of N for a number of solutes. Figure 8 shows, f
droplets ofN5104 helium atoms, the distribution of colli
sional angular momenta deposited by pickup of the sa
solutes. In many cases relevant to previously reported exp
ments, the pickup process has a fair probability to dep
sufficient angular momentum to create a straight vortex,
almost always sufficient angular momentum to create
curved vortex line. Thus, the lack of observation of vort
lines does not appear to be due to a lack of initial angu
momentum or energy to form them.

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF VORTEX STATES

Vortices that are initially formed will not be observed
they are unstable, and decay or are expelled from the d
lets in a time short compared to the time between vor
formation and the spectroscopic detection of the doped d
lets. In this section, several possible vortex destruction p

FIG. 7. Probability of a pickup collision depositing more tha
N\ units of angular momentum in the droplet, as function of dro
let sizeN. Droplet velocityvd5456 m/s~20 K supersonic expan
sion!; gas temperatureT5300 K.

FIG. 8. Probability densities of collisional angular momen
during pickup of various molecules by a droplet withN5104 He
atoms. Droplet velocityvd5456 m/s~20 K supersonic expansion!;
gas temperatureT5300 K. For other droplet sizes, the shapes
the distributions are the same except for a small correction du
changes in the reduced mass, and scaling of the average collis
angular momentum asN1/3.
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ways are considered, concentrating on the simplest cas
the linear vortex line.

A helium nanodroplet excited with a linear vortex line h
an angular momentum ofN\, much higher than the magni
tude of the angular momentum thermally present in the
plons at the droplet temperature of'0.38 K that has been
experimentally found for helium nanodroplets cooled
evaporation.6 For droplets in the size range of experimen
reported to date, the thermal excitation of phonon state
negligible in comparison to that of the ripplons.21 The
lowest-frequency (L52) ripplon mode has the lowest en
ergy per unit angular momentum of any of the helium ex
tations except vortices, but this value is still higher than
corresponding value for the linear vortex, as indicated in F
1; Table I shows the ratio of excitation energies and angu
momenta for theL52 ripplon and the linear vortex for a
range of helium droplet sizes. While decay of the vortex st
is highly exothermic, this is only true if one ignores th
requirement of conservation of angular momentum; this
glect is appropriate for helium contained in a vessel w
walls, to which the angular momentum can be transferr
but not for a droplet isolated in a high vacuum chamb
When angular momentum conservation is enforced, the c
plete decay of the linear vortex line into ripplons is high
endothermic and thus cannot occur unless the droplet
initially contains a counter-angular momentum in ripplo
that is nearly as large as the angular momentum of the vo
itself. Table I also contains the thermal average va
A^L(L11)& of ripplon angular momentum for different siz
droplets at 0.38 K;45 it is only a small fraction of that of the
straight vortex. Exchange of angular momentum betwe
thermally populated ripplons and a vortex could at most
low the vortex to change shape slightly.

Helium nanodroplets can shed angular momentum by
lium atom evaporation. A helium atom evaporating with m
mentump can carry away a maximum angular momentum
'pR, which reduces the internal energy of the droplet
Eb1p2/(2m), whereEb is the binding energy of the helium
atoms to the droplet. For finite droplets,Eb is reduced from
the bulk value due to a term that reflects the change in
face energy upon evaporation of an atom.46 Table I shows the
maximum angular momentum that can be lost by single a
evaporation using the entire energy of the linear vor
line.47 In every case, this angular momentum is far low
than the angular momentum of the vortex line that must
carried off for the vortex line to decay. Evaporation of mu
tiple helium atoms will increase the angular momentum t
can be carried off for the same total helium kinetic ener
Because the available kinetic energy is reduced by the
creased binding energy of the multiple helium atoms, ther
a number of evaporated atoms that allows the maximum
gular momentum to be removed. Table I also lists t
amount of angular momentum for a range of droplet size48

It is evident that in all cases, this maximal amount of angu
momentum lost by evaporation is far below that which
needed for the vortex line to decay while conserving angu
momentum.

The above analysis assumed that the helium atoms ev
rated as isolated atoms. An alternative decay mechanis

-
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fission of the droplet: in this case, the loss of helium bind
energy is only due to the increase in surface energy, whic
higher for the two droplets than for the original near
spherical droplet. Fission of a droplet into two equal-s
droplets costs far more energy than that contained in a vo
line, even neglecting the required kinetic energy for relat
motion of the fragments. Table I contains the fragmentat
that carries away the maximum possible quantity of angu
momentum, taking the original droplet radius as the imp
parameter of the departing fragments.49 Yet again, this is far
below the angular momentum of the linear vortex.

The above considerations show that the simultaneous
straints of conservation of energy and angular momen
prevent decay of straight vortices in a pure droplet by any
the mechanisms that are known to the authors. Addin
molecule to the droplet will further decrease the energy
unit angular momentum of the vortex as long as the molec
remains bound to the vortex. It thus appears that drop
with a vortex line should be stable to decay.

How can we understand the failure to date to obse
vortex lines in helium nanodroplet isolation spectroscop
The answer is probably related to the fact that under typ
experimental conditions, the above mechanisms, by put
sufficient angular momentum into the droplets to form vor
lines, add far more than the minimum energy required to
so. The density of ripplon states grows very rapidly w
increasing energy;50 it may well be that at the energy an
angular momentum of a droplet following coalescence
pickup, the fraction of states that contain a vortex line is o
an insignificant fraction of the total density of states, and t
droplets will shed sufficient angular momentum along w
energy as they evaporatively cool that they have a neglig
chance to be trapped in one of the metastable solutions
taining a vortex. We have recently carried out Monte Ca
cooling calculations, using statistical reaction rate theory,
the evaporative cooling of pure and doped helium nanodr
lets, conserving both energy and angular momentum,51 con-
sidering only ripplon excitations of the droplets. In the f
ture, we plan to extend that work to include the spectrum
vortex line excitations as well, which may shed further lig
on the still unsolved problem of why spectra of molecu
bound to vortex lines have yet to be observed in heli
nanodroplet isolation spectroscopy.
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APPENDIX A: HOLLOW-CORE MODEL

In the local-induction approximation,19,26 the flow field
around a curved vortex is approximated locally by the fl
around a vortex ring of equal radius of curvature. The vel
ity potential for the flow around a ring-shaped vort
filament52 in the xy plane, with radiusR, centered at the
origin and moving in the1z direction, can be compute
22452
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from Eq. ~2!. In cylindrical coordinates, it is

f~r ,z!5
kRz

p~R 22r 22z2!A~R1r !21z2

3S ~R1Ar 21z2!

3JF ~R2r !21z2

R 21r 21z222RAr 21z2
,
~R2r !21z2

~R1r !21z2G
1~R2Ar 21z2!

3JF ~R2r !21z2

R 21r 21z212RAr 21z2
,
~R2r !21z2

~R1r !21z2G D
1

k

2
sgn~z!, ~A1!

with the function

J@x,y#5 i S P~xuy!2
1

Ay
PS x

y U 1

yD D ~A2!

in terms of complete elliptic integrals of the third kind
P(xuy). Series expansion of Eq.~A1! around the vortex sin-
gularity, with (r ,z)5R(11z cosq,z sinq) and 0,z!1,
yields

f'
kq

2p
2

kz

4p
ln

8

z
sinq1

3kz2

32p S ln
8

z
2

5

6D sin 2q. ~A3!

In the hollow-core model, we assume that the vortex sin
larity is surrounded by an empty ‘‘vortex core’’ of radiusa,
outside of which the helium density is constant and equa
the bulk valuerb . The helium velocity field is given byv
52“f: the first term in Eq.~A3! is the source of the loop
ing helium flow around the vortex, the second term gives r
to the forward motion of the vortex ring with speed

u5
k

4pR F ln
8R
a

21G ~A4!

along the1z axis, and the third term allows us to estima
the residual flow across the vortex core surface due to
fact that the exact vortex core surface is not circular in cr
section: the ratio of the rms velocity of this residual norm
flow to the forward velocity is 0.53a/R asa/R→0.

Rayfield and Reif19 have experimentally determined th
forward velocityu of ring vortices, and determined a cor
radius of ã51.00 Å by using the formulau5(k/4pR)
3@ ln(8R/ã)2 1

2 #. Comparison of this expression to Eq.~A4!

yieldsa5ã/Ae50.607 Å, which is the effective core radiu
that we use in this work for the hollow-core model.

APPENDIX B: VORTEX SHAPE CALCULATION

A vortex s(,) is most generally described as a curve
thexz plane parametrized by its length,; three-dimensional
0-8
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vortex curves are always longer and thus higher in energy
given boundary conditions.11 The local vortex curvature is

x~, !5
x9~, !

z8~, !
52

z9~, !

x8~, !
. ~B1!

In the hollow-core model with the local-inductio
approximation,19,26 the magnitude of the vortex velocity i
determined from the core radius and the local curvature,
its direction is given by the binormal vector~the normalized
cross product ofds/d, andd2s/d,2). The magnitude of the
velocity is given by Eq.~A4!:

v~, !52
k

4p
x~, !F ln

ax~, !

8
11G . ~B2!

For a vortex to rotate around thez axis at angular velocityV
without changing shape, it must satisfyv(,)5Vx(,), which
leads to the coupled differential equations that determine
vortex shape:

$x9~, !,z9~, !%5
vx~, !

W21@2avx~, !e/8#
$2z8~, !,x8~, !%,

~B3!

where we have usedv54pV/k and the Lambert function
W21(x) ~Ref. 53! defined as the smaller of the two re
solutions of x5yey for 21/e<x,0. Combined with the
initial conditions $x(0),z(0)%5$x0,0% and $x8(0),z8(0)%
5$0,1%, Eq. ~B3! yields the desired vortex shape functio
by numerical integration. For a given minimum approa
distancex0 to thez axis, we must pick the parameterv, and
thus the angular velocityV, such that the resulting vorte
line intersects the droplet surface perpendicularly; for
spherical droplet with radiusR, this condition isx( ,̂)z8( ,̂)
5z( ,̂)x8( ,̂) with x( ,̂)21z( ,̂)25R2.

This procedure differs from the one given in Ref. 11
that Baueret al. neglect the variation of the Lambert func
tion, and replace the denominator of Eq.~B3! by a constant.
For droplets consisting of 102<N<106 helium atoms, the
error of this approximation is below 0.6% for the evaluati
of the angular velocity.

Figure 3 shows angular velocities of curved vortices co
puted with both models. Asx0→R, the vortex solutions are
close to half-circles with radiusR2x0. We expect the
hollow-core model to break down ifR2x0&a. A clear sign
of this breakdown is that forx0→R, the Lambert function in
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Eq. ~B3! starts giving complex values as the droplet surfa
is approached@avx(,)e/8.1/e#. In the simplified model of
Ref. 11, the angular velocity turns toward negative values
R2x0,a, invalidating that model as well. It is to be note
that in this limit, the description of the vortex core as
cylindrical tube around the vortex, as well as of the drop
as a geometric sphere with a sharp surface, is very ina
rate.

APPENDIX C: CORE CORRECTIONS

Baueret al. show11 that the angular momentum and k
netic energy of a droplet with vortex can be written as s
face integrals:

Lv5mrbE
S
fr3dS ~C1!

Ev5
1

2
mrbE

S
fv•dS, ~C2!

whereS is the surface of a connected volume of helium w
no branch cuts in the velocity potentialf, and v52“f.
While most of the angular momentum and kinetic ener
comes from the surface integrations of Eqs.~5! and~6!, there
are corrections due to the surface integrations of Eqs.~C1!
and ~C1! over the vortex core. Using Eqs.~A3!, ~B1!, and
~B3!, we find the lowest~in a/R) three correction terms to b

dLv,z'
mrk

av2 FC1,02
1

4
C2,01

1

2
C2,1G ~C3!

dEv'
mrk2

8pav F2C1,01
1

4
C2,02

1

8
C2,1G , ~C4!

with

Cn,k5~av!n11E
vortex

x~, !n

W21
k @2avx~, !e/8#

d,. ~C5!

From symmetry considerations, we must haveLv,z(2x0)
5Lv,z(x0) andEv(2x0)5Ev(x0). In fact, the first core cor-
rection (C1,0) adjustsLv,z to satisfy this symmetry constrain
i.e., Lv,z(x0)5N\2O(x0

2). However, this symmetry is no
exactly satisfied forEv(x0), which we assume is due to in
accuracies of the local-induction approximation.
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